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Notes:

Center Discussion Papers are preliminary materials circulated to
stimulate discussion and critical comments.
These notes were developed while I was assisting Robert J. Barro to
teach the first year graduate macroeconom ics class at Harvard in
1988-89 and 1989-90. The two vintages of first year students suffered
the first draft of these notes and made all kinds of useful
comments/am endments. Thank you kids. I am especially grateful to
Susan Guthrie for carefully reading them and helping me think about
section 1. I also received comments from Serge Marqui~ and (Kid) Casey
Mulligan from Harvard, and Julie Lee from Yale.
This paper is the revised version of the first draft, November 1988.
See Discussion Paper No. 621 for Volume I of Lecture Notes on Economic
Growth.

LECTURE NOTES ON ECONOMIC GROWTH:
FIVE PROTOTYPE MODELS OF ENDOGENOUS GROWTH
VOLUME II
Abstract

This paper explores the five simplest models of, endogenous growth.
We start with the AK model (Rebelo ...(1990)) •and argue that all ,endogenous
:growth .models. can :be 'viewed as variations·· or.microfoundations ·of it;·

We

then examine the Barro (1990) .model of government spending and growth.
Next we look at the Arrow-Sheshinski-Rome r model of learning by doing and
externalities.
then considered.

KEY WORDS:

The Lucas (1988) model of human capital accumulation is
Finally, we present a simple model of R&D and growth.

Economic Growth, Increasing Returns, Externality, Endogenous
Growth

"A view of Economic Growth that depends so heavily on an exogenous
variable, .let

alone

knowledge,

hardly

is

one

so

difficult - to

intellectually

measure

satisfactory.

as

the

From

a

quantity

of,,

quantitative,

empirical point of view, we are left with time as an explanatory variable.
Now

trend

projections,

however necessary

they,· may . be

in

practice,

are

--basically ,oa confessi-on "'';of.. :ignorance,,,,'and,. :'.what :is. worse,'from .· a-:- prac.,t,ical, , · ,
viewpoint, are-not policy variables" (Arrow (1962), -p.155).

INTRODUCTION
In Section 1 of the first part of the notes we saw that the key to
endogenous growth was the inexistence of diminishing returns to the inputs
that can be accumulated.
in all these types

(1)

of

This implies that the "return to investment" (RI)
models

ends

up

being

constant

*

A

*

r

A

Endogenous Growth models combine this
usual

a

return , to

consumption schedule,

return to -investment with the

which was

derived from

a

constant

intertemporal elasticity of substitution (IES) utility function
(2) r

which

p

+ a-y

states

that

discount rate.

the

return

to

consumption

(RC)

is

a

premium on

the

The premium is larger the -larger the economy is expected to

grow (larger -y) and the more willing,·people are •to ,smooth consumption (large

a).

In steady state the growth rate -y is constant so equations 1 and 2 can

pictured as

in Figure 1.

Notice that the crossing point determines the

steady state growth rate of the economy.
it

will

be

Neoclassical

useful

to

model,,, with

compare

it

exogenous

with

In order to interpret this figure,
Figure

productivity

1

2,

which

growth.

represents
The

the

return --·-to

consumption is the same as in Figure 1 and the return to investment is a
vertical line at -y=g, where g is the exogenous productivity growth rate.
Figure 2 says that changes in ,the parameters that affect the savings
rate- such as the discount rate. p, and the coefficient: of IES a .-(these changes
are· repres·ented by shifts -and twists of ·the ,Return.- to • Consumption. line)
affect the, steady state interest rate but not the steady s.tate growth rate.
The reason is that the .long .run growth rate ..in ;these . . modeTs is, .exogenously...
determined -at .g. ·-,No,tice •"'

0Il">

the••other·· hand, •:that 1the"· same shifts,; in·•-CT' and+p~· ... ·
0

•irr Figure-<L•,·imply ·changes in' the 1ong··growth rate of the economy.· Changes in

*

the return to investment A

also have effects on the long run growth rate.

Almost all the endogenous growth literature is concerned with the
parameter A*l .

If we find the determinants of A* and how policy affects

them, we will know what determines long run economic growth.

In this second

part of the notes we will start•with the simplest model of endogenous growth
where the production function is assumed to be linear in the only input,
capital.

This-simple model is very important since all the other endogenous

growth models

can be

though of as extensions

or microfoundations

of the

basic linear one.
In

section

(5)

we will

explore

spending, distortionary taxes and growth.

the

Barro

model

of

government

In section 6 we will show a model

of learning by doing where the return to ·;.investment,_ is kept constant by
agents that constantly improve ;technology (learn)
section 7 we explore a

as

they work (do).

In

model of human capital accumulation ·where people

become more productive as they invest in their human capital (study).

In

1
Paradoxically,
almost no work has been done in trying to
understand the determinants of .. the .disc.ount rate and. the elasticity. of
intertemporal substitution.
Notice that if we knew why some countries are
more impatient or more willing to intertemporally substitute consumption
than others, we rould know what determines long run growth given the return
to investment A . The parameters in the utility function, however, have
always been taken as given and, · therefore, not subject to policy actions.
One exception is the work on fertility choice by Barro and Becker (1988) and
others, where discount rates are linked to income through the willingness
and ability to raise children.

2

the final Section we present the simplest model of R&D, where growth is kept
alive through the constant introduction of new varieties of capital goods ....

(4) CONVEX ENDOGENOUS GROWTH MODELS: REBELO (1990)
(a) The Model.

The 1simplest '.;possible,..endogenous ,gr.owth, model. is -:the.. so ,..cal1-ed , .,, .
··

"AK" inodel :,developed by Rebelo (1990):

The production function is assumed

to be linear in the only input, capital.

Hence, the production function is

both constant returns to scale and constant returns to capital.

(4.1) Y

AK.

F(K,L)

where A is an exogenous constant and K is aggregate capital broadly defined.
(so not only it includes physical capital but it may also

include human

capital as well as stock of knowledge and maybe other types of capital such
' as financiaL capital, etc.).•

Assume for simplicity that the population does

not grow at all (n=O) and that the depreciation rate is zero (none of the.
results depend on these two assumptions). The utility function is the usual
constant

Intertemporal

Elasticity

of

Substitution.

00

(4.2) U(O)=

I

e -rt[ c 1-a -1] dt

0

-t - -

1-a

As we did in the last section,

we will start thinking about a

mo.del of household production. and then we wilL.. show that the .. market economy
will

yield

the

same

solution.

In

the

household · production model,

the

dynamic capital accumulation constraint is

(4.3) k

where use of

Ak-c

(4.1) has· been made.

Households maximize

3

(4.2)

subject to

(4.3).

The Hamiltonian is the usual:

(4.4)

H()

And the FOC are:

(4.5) e

-pt -a
C

=

II

(4.6) v = -11A

(4.7) TVC

Take logs and derivatives of (4.5) to get 11/11
-y=c/c
,,,

is

the

balanced

growth

rate

of

per

capita

-p-a-y where, again
consumption.

By

substit,uting this . in (4.6) we can get ,the growth rate .as .a function _of the...
"first principles" parameters:

(A-p) /a

(4.8) c/c

We can rewrite (4.8) as

(4.9) -ya+p=A.
Again,
right hand side

the left hand side is the return to consumption and the
is

the

return

to

investment.

The

return to

consumption

depends on the discount rate (maybe because people like their children but
they like themselves better) and it depends on the growth rate for smoothing
reasons:

if

a>O,

people

growing people want

to

like

to

smooth

smooth· their

future consumption to the present.
(there are no adjustment costs

consumption.

consumption paths

If

consumption

by bringing

is·

some

The return to investment is simply A

or diminishing returns

to

capital so

return is independent to the growth rate or the capital stock).
steady state growth rate of per capita capital,

4

the

To find the

divide both si_des of the

dynamic constraint by the capital labor ratio and call k/k=1':

(4.10) k/k

-----> 1'-A

A - c/k

-c/k

Taking logs arid derivatives of both sides of (4;·10),

and given that 1

is constant in the steady state, we get

(4.11) c/c
That

is,

k/k

in steady

constant rate 1.
function

state

capital

and consumption grow

at

the

SAME

Finally, by taking logs and derivatives of the production

(2.1) we see that output will also grow at the same rate 1·
(b) Transitional Dynamics

We just showed that,· in the steady state, consumption, capital and
output

grow

consumption

at

the

will

same

always

constant

rate.

grow ··at a· constant

consumption is always · in steady ,state.
that IF- CAPITAL GROWTH is constant,
rate.
this

.Equation
rate

Given this,

4. 8

given

tel.ls
by

a

let

us

start

by

(A-p)

equation (4.10)

then :all variables• grow at the

Can we say that capital always grows at a constant rate?.
question

us

-1

taking

the

budget

constraint

that
so
says· ..
same

To answer
(4.3)

and

integrate it between o and T (pre multiply both sides by the integrating
-At
factor e
and take into account that c grows at a constant rate (A-p)/a so
c =c e(A-p)/a)
t O
•
T

-c

I

e

0

(A-p-aA)t/ad

0

the solution of which is

(4.14) kT

5

t

or

where a=(k -c a/(p-(l-a)A)) and ,B=(c a/,(p-(l-a)A)). We can now put.kt'"
0 0
0
in the transversality condition and let T.go to infinity

(4.16) k u' (c )e -pT
T
T

( ae
( ae

AT
AT

+ ,Be
+ ,Be

(A-p)T/a -a -pT
·
)cT e
=
(A-p)T/a -a -a(A-p)T/a -pT
)co e

e

(ae AT + ,B e (A-p)T/a) c -a e -AT=
0
(A(l-a)-p)T/a -a -pT
+
(~
~
,Be
)cT e
For the limit of this expression to be zero as T goes to infinity
we need two things:
(a) A(l-a)-p<O which we know is satisfied (this is the "bounded
utility condition" that we imposed at the outset)
and (b) a=O
But if a=O, kT can be rewritten as

(4.17) k

T

= ,Be(A-p)T/a

which is equivalent to say (just take logs and derivatives of both
sides) that kt/kt = (A-p) /a at all times. Hence, capital also grows at a
constant rate all the time so there are no transitional dynamics in. this
model.
(c) Savings, Growth and, Convergence.
Finally, it is interesting to analyze what this economy predicts
about the interaction between the savings and the growth rates.
write the savings rate

(4.18) savings rate

s/y

k/y

(k/k)(k/y)

6

-y(l/A)

(1-p/A)/a

Let us

The growth rate of a country depends on its. saving rate

2

and on

how productive its technology is (-y=(s/y)A). Determinants of the saving rate
are p and a. The more patient a society is ( low p) , the larger the saving
and growth rates.
also

the

The more willing ·'to substitute, intertemporally (low a),

larger the

saving and growth rates.

What- determines A .remains

unexplained and it will be the subject of the next few models.
"This.:•is •t:he:'firs·t',mode·l'• that-,does mot»predict ,conver,gence.-,Suppose,.,'.. ,__
· that countries have· the same ·parameters (A, a, p) but for s:ome reason, they
differ in their initial k(O). Since they will all grow at the same constant
rate -y,

the poor countries will always be poorer in levels.

Suppose that

countries differ also in their productivity parameters (A.#A. for i#j). This
J
1.
implies that "low growth" countries will remain "low growth countries"
forever,

independently of initial income or product

(this contrasts with

the · neoclassical ,,.resu1 t. where poorer countries tend to grow faster to their
steady state level of income).

An alternative way to see this is to use the

linearization around steady state developed in section 2 and to let the
capital share, a, go to one.

Notice that in this case µ=0 so the "negative"

eigenvalue is >.

=p-n,,(p-n)=O. · The convergence equation (2.19) says that
1
the coefficient on init'ial income 'predicted by this model· is exactly zero.

Again,

implication has

this convergence

been used by a

heterogeneity of

authors to test validity of the neoclassical.

(d)

The "market" model.

In solving the model the way we did in Section (a), we implicitly
assumed that households do the production at home.

Alternatively we could

2
If population and depreciation rates were not set equal to zero we

.

.

would have that s=S/y=(k+(o+n)k)/k=(k/k+(S+n))(k/y)=(-y+(o+n ))/A which implies
· This is the growth rate we found •in the introductory
that -y=sA- (S+n).
section of the first part of these notes when we were dealing with a
constant savings rate.

7

have modeled households maximizing utility subject to a financial constraint
of the form

rb

where

is

b

t

- c

t

financial •wealth

is • the. return. to

and r

financial

wealth.

Financial wealth is made· out of,:•physical:Y.capita-1. plus.,.bonds.· . Be.cause .,i1: i~:..
,:assumed that'.the ecohorriy 'is closed/ the net·:.,supply ·of~·bondsis zero"·so;· 'at
the aggregate level b is equal to k.

The first order condition of this

problem is the usual

(4.14) r =

p .+

a1

which can be interpreted as the :return to consumption (RC).

In steady state

·(that is when ·1 is constant), this relation is an upward sloping line in the
r, 1 space.

Firms,

on the other hand, are assumed to produce output with

the linear technology (4.1).
choose · inputs

and outputs

They· also take the interest rate as given and
so

as. to maximize

profits.

The

first

order

conditions require the,,equaltzation of interest rate and marginal product of.
capital

(4.15)

r = A

which, in the r-1 space is represented by a flat line at A.

Notice that the

combination of (4.14) and (4.15), which is depicted in Figure 1, yields the
same steady state we found for the household production model of Section
(a).

I.t just remains

to be shown that

consumption are the same.

the growth rates of capital and

We can do that by substituting (4.15) in (4.12)

to get

(4.16)

we

k

Ak-c

can divide both sides by k,

realize

8

that,

in steady state k/k

is a

constant.

Put all

constant in one side of the equation,

take logs

and

derivatives of both sides and conclude that the growth rate of consumption
is the same as

the growth rate of capital. ·

Hence,

the, solution to the

market model is the same as the solution to the household production model.

(5) THE BARRO (1990) MODEL OF PUBLIC SPENDING

'(a)••The•· Modebof,.Household .Production.

This
variables.

is

a

If we

growth

model

think Rebelo' s

that

tries

k

representing a

as

to

link

growth

to

fiscal

BROAD MEASURE

OF

CAPITAL we could read this model as a particular version of Rebelo's.
•Barro
goods.

assumes

that

some

inputs

are . publicly

provided

private

It is hard to think what these goods really are in actual economies.

Two natural extensions of the Barro (1990) model are developed in Barro and
Sala-i-Martin (1990).

The first one considers pure non rival public good in

the

sense.

Samuelson

(1954)

unappealing . implication
faster.

This

that

model,

economies

however,

with

large

ends

up

having

population will

the
grow

' The second variation considers public, goods subject to congestion•:

(such as highways.,

airports or, courts of law).

This, second model is th~

"most :t:ealistic of the ·-three and it does, not, have the scale effect that the
pure public goods model has.
solve

the

original

Barro

In these notes, however, we will show how to
model,

the

other

two

being

straightforward

extensions of it.
The key assumption is that the production function is CR to government
3
spending (g)
and capital (k) together but it is DR to k and g separately.
In its Cobb-Douglas specification the aggregate production is

3

In a slight abuse of notation we are denoting government
spending by g. Thus, g does NOT correspond to exogenous productivity growth
as it did in previous sections.

9

As usual,

we will assume that individuals choose a

consumption

,, path so as to -maximize the traditional- GIES utility function subject- to· the
dynamic constraint.

We assume that every individual is a very -small 'part of ·

the society so·each of them takes public spending as givem.

For simplicity,

we will assume that the government has to balance its budget at all times
(no public debt is permitted) and that ,the only public source of inc.orne ..is
·an income .itax .f,The,-,prograrn,;> therefore .hecomes:

J
co

(5.2) MAX U(O)=

e -pt[ c 1-a -1] dt

0

(5.3) Subject to

-t - 1-a

k=

(1-r)Ak(l-a)ga -c and k(O)
(1-a) a
(5.4) where g=ry=rAk
g

where r is the constant average and marginal income tax rate.
for

the

first

time

we

find

a

model

non-optimal competitive equilibrium.

that

could

That is,

the

Notice that

potentially
"private"

yield

a

equilibrium

will have to be solved assuming' that individuals take gas given. Individual
choices,

however,

production, . I

affect

everybody's

increase -public income

output.

(because

"When
the

I

increase

my_

government maintains a

fixed ratio of public expenditure to output or, equivalently, a fixed income
,-tax) which,· in turn, increases productivity for everybody". This externality
·could' potentially ,be ,.a source of. non. optimality in the sense that if the
model is solved by a planner, he will take the externality into account and
yield a solution that may not be the same as the competitive equilibrium
one.

(b)

Equilibrium

Since individuals take government expenditures as given to
them, the problem they face is a concave one (constant returns to the inputs
they can choose, namely labor and private capital). Hence,
set of· prices that support the competitive equilibrium.
equilibrium,

we

have

to

opbirnize

taking

10

g

as

given.

there will be a
To find such an
The

Hamiltonian,

therefore is:

( 5 . 5) H() = e - pt[~~ - a - 1] + v [ ( 1 - r) Ak ( l - a) g a -

c)

1-a
The FOC of the program are:

(5.6) e

-pt -a
C

=

V

(5.7) v = -v((l-r)A(l-a)k-aga)

(5.8) TVC
By taking logs and derivatives of (5.6) and substituting in (5.7)
we will get "the usual .growth,,_condiction .that states that the balanced growth
·. rate .is , proportional to -the difference between the MPK and the - discount -·
rate, p.

get

the

We can now 'manipulate. the government budget constraint (5 .4) .. to·._
(1-a) a
(1-a) -1
size of the government ,r=g/y=g/(Ak
g )=(g/k)
A ... Let's

substitute for (g/k) to get:
(5.10) g/k = (rA)(l/(l-a))

Plug (5.10)

in (5.9)

to get the growth rate as a function of the

parameters r, p, , a, A and a.

*

where A

(1-a)Al/(l-a) (1-r)ra/(l-a).

As usual, by dividing the dynamic

constraint by k, taking logs and derivatives of both sides we will see that
the growth rate of capital is the same as the growth rate of consumption
(k/k=c/c=-y).

Suppose now that a-benevolent government tried to maximize the

11

growth

rate

competitively

of
4

the

economy

taking

into

account

that

people

behave

In other words, what is the r that maximizes~ in (5.11)?

Just take derivatives, •.·set them ·equal to·. zero and get that the optimal- r· is

r *=a.

We can calculate the saving rate in the usual way:

(5.12) s/y

k/y

(k/k)(k/y)

~A

-1/(1-a) -a/(1-a)
r

. Finally, . the usual' condition• for U(O} to be bounded (t.ake· ;limits
of the term inside the integral when t tends to infinity and let them go to
zero):

( 5.14) lim
The

e

-pt ct(l-a) - e -pt

condition

p>~(l-a)

.
1 1.m

e

-pt c (O) e ~(1-a)t

ensures

that

this

limit

is

zero

and,

therefore, -that U(O) is bounded.

(c) The Command Economy.

The command ,,economy solution will take into account the fact that.
private output affects public· income and (through the production function)
other people's marginal ·product of capital. In other words, to,.. solve for the
command economy we have to substitute the public budget constraint into the
Hamiltonian<and -take,..the.....FOC from it. The new Hamiltonian is:

(5.15) H() = e -pt[c 1-a - 1] + v (<l -r )kAl/(1-a) r a/(1-a) -c]

-t - 1-a

·

4

It is not clear that this is what a benevolent dictator would like
to do.
It would seem more reasonable to assume that he wants to maximize
For the
the utility (not the growth rate) of the representative consumer.
Cobb Douglas production and GIES utility assumptions assumed here, however,
the two are the same. (see Barro (1990)).

12

The FOG are:

(5.16)
(5.17)

By substituting in the usual way we will get the "command growth
C

rate", -y •

Since O<a<l,
is

smaller

than

the

It is clear that the competitive growth rate (5.11)
command rate

for

all values

r.

of

A decentralized

economy involves too little growth. The reason is that it also involves too

. 1 e savings
.
5.
1 1.tt

Notice,

finally,

that the growth rate

is maximized at

r *=a, the same result as in the competitive equilibrium.
Growth in this model is achieved through the government action:
when private individuals decide to;save one unit of consumption and purchase
a. unit of capital with it,
maintain a

constant r)

the ,,government is forced

(because he wants to

to provide one more unit of public

input.

This

avoids diminishing returns capital. so individuals keep investing forever at.·
constant rates, which is the ultimate source of growth.

(d) · Market Equilibrium

As we did in Section 4, we have implicitly assumed that households in
this economy produce their own output.

As before,

the same results would

obtain if they operated in a perfectly competitive market.
order
(4.14).

conditions

from

the

consumer

side

can be

Again, the first

represented by

equation

In steady state, this can be depicted as an upward sloping line in

Figure 3. Firms, once again, maximize profits subject to the constraint that

5

s = S/y

k/y

c -1/(1-a) -a/(1-a)
-y A
r

(k/k)(k/y)

13

net output is given by
(5.18)

(1-r)Ak(l-a)ga

The first order condition will entail the equalization of marginal
product to the real interest rate.

After substituting in the government

budget constraint this return to investment is

which corresponds to the horizontal line called RI

.
in Figure 3. The
private
intersection of the two lines yields the growth rate in (5.11). It remains

to be shown that the growth rate of capital and consumption are the same.
We can verify that by plugging, (5.19) in the household's budget constraint
(4.3) to get

(5.20) k

( 1 -T ) Q Al/a T (1-a)/ak

-

We can divide (5. 20) by k.

C

Realize that in the steady state k/k is

constant, put all the constants in (5. 20) in one side and take logs and
derivatives to find that c/c=k/k.

Hence, the •market solution is equivalent

to the household production solution.
The planner,

on the other hand,

government budget constraint before

would take into consideration the
calculating first

order

conditions.

That is it would maximize profits subject to the constraint that net output
is given by

The equalization of real return to the marginal product of capital
yields
(5.21)

r =

14

which is larger than the r in (5.19) since a<l.

This social rate of return

is pictured as a horizontal line called RI .
in Figure 3. Notice that
p1anner
the intersection between (5. 21) and (4.14) in Figure 3 yields a superior
steady state growth rate for the planner economy.

This is, again, because

the planner takes into account the fact that when firms raise output they
raise government revenue and,

given the public budget constraint,

raise

compe'titive·;,firms '>do··;not.,,.take, ,into •account,.,such an, exte·rnaLi:t:y' (ie ,. their
perceived

return

is

smaller

than

the

planner)

they underinvest

so

the

competitive growth rate is lower than optimal.

(6) LEARNING BY DOING, EXTERNALITIES AND INCREASING RETURNS.
(a) The Model.
In the paper that started the literature on endo~enous economic
growth, Romer (1986) follows Arrow (1962) and Sheshinski (1967) in solving
the {3=1 problem by postulating increasing returns to scale at the economy
wide level but CRS at the firm level.

That is,

in order to support the

equilibrium ·with a set of competitive prices he needs to assume that the
Increasing Returns ,.are external to the firm.,,,, This externality, however, .
will yield non optimal equilibria.
Arrow

argues

related to experience.

that

the

acquisition

of

knowledge

(learning)

is

He cites examples from the airframe industry where

there is strong evidence of the interplay between experience and increasing
productivity.

He argues that a good measure of increase in experience is

investment because "each new machine produced and put into use is capable of
changing the environment in which production takes place, so that learning
takes place with continuous new stimuli" (p. 157).

It follows that an index

of experience is cumulative investment or capital stock.

More formally, let

the production function for firm i be a function of its capital stock, its
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,,

capital labor corrected by the state of knowledge at time t, A(t)

F(K.t 1 A(t)L.it )
1

and let experience be a function of the past investments of ALL the firms in
the economy which, under the assumption of no depreciation is equal to the
aggregate capital stock K(t)
t

G(t)

J

I(v)dv

-co

the

on

Based

experience

of

the

airframe

industry

further

Arrow

assumes that the relation between.experie nce and the state of knowledge is

A(t)

G(t) '1

where

,,<l.

It

follows

that

the

production

individual

can be

function

rewritten as

This production is CR in K. and L. holding
1

consider the-.three

"inputs"

1

at the same time.

number of firms is a large constant number M.

K

fixed and IRS if we
that

We will assume

the

Since Mis large, every firm
M

will take the aggregate stock of capital as given even though

K

=

~
i=l

k. = Mk.
1

This, again, will give rise to an externality that will make the competitive
equilibrium non optimal in the sense that a command economy would achieve a
larger growth rate in the steady state and a larger utility.

By aggregating

across _firms, the aggregate production function is

where K=Mk.

1

and L=ML ..
1

It is convenient to work in per capita terms so
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let's divide both sides of (6.1)' by L to get
(6.2) y -

kf3,/I

where k=K/L and y=Y/L.

Households maximize a typical CIES utility function
6

subject to the dynamic constraint (assume again no population growth):

(b)

Competitive Equilibrium

Households in a competitive economy will take the aggregate stock
of capital as given. To .solve the. program we have to set up the familiar
Hamiltonian

(6.4) H() = e-pt[::-a-1]

+ v[kf3,/l -

c)

1-a
The First Order Conditions are:

(6.5) e

-pt -a
ct =

11

(6.6) v = -v({Jk-(l-{J)K~J
(6.7) TVC

Equilibrium in the capital market requires that total capital be
equal

to the sum of individual capital stocks:

condition,

K

= Lk.

By using this

taking logs and derivatives of (6. 5) and plugging in equation

6

As shown in Section 1,
particular type of model.

this
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assumption

is

crucial

for

this

(6.6) we will, once again, get the growth rate for conswnpti on:

which states

that the growth rate of conswnpti on is proportio nal to the
differenc e . between , the ·marginal produc't· 0£ 'cap•fta:l ·"artd •'·the · ·irtdividua l

discount rate. We can .divide both sides of the dynamic constrain t,: (6'..3)" by ,k
and· ·then take logs ·and derivativ es to show that the capital stock will grow,
in the steady state, at the same rate as conswnpti on. Notice that equation
(6.8) has the implicati on that countries with a lot of populatio n experienc e
large growth.

This "Scale Effect" is certainly counter factual (see Backus,
Kehoe and Kehoe (1990) for"a:U empirical study of scale effects). This scale
effect is due to the asswnptio n that the externali ty is captured by the
aggregate capital stock.
If the externali ty was captured by the average
capital stock instead, the growth rate would be 7=(P-p)/a , which is
independe nt of total labor supply.

b>0)?.

Is this model capable of generatin g positive steady state growth
Suppose :fi;i.rst that· :p+r, < 1. If, this is the case, the model ·.is

exactly . equal

to

the Ramsey-Ca ss-Koopma ns model

(only

that

the

relevant

capi.tal ,share .is not p but P+r,). The steady ;state implies· 7=0. This gives an
., importan t insight 7 : IRS by themselve s are not enough to generate persisten t
·growth! . What 'We •need is VERY ·increasin g returns. That is, we need T/ to be
large enough so as to satisfy p+r,=1. In this case, the model looks very much
like Rebelo's (in fact, let's define A* as being equal to pLT/ and condition
(6.9) in this model exactly matches condition (4.8) in the Rebelo one) 8 . The

7

This is the familiar result that in order to have sustainab le
growth, we need CRS in all inputs that can be accwnula ted!.
8

The differenc e between the two models is that the private and
social marginal products of capital are different for the Romer model but
not for the Rebelo one.
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steady state rate of growth will be
(6.9) 1 = a -1 (A* -p)
where A~=/3L'I.

Romer shows how a technology that exhibits IRS of the --form

/3+rJ>l can generate increasing growth rates (as opposed to decreasing rates
when /3+,,<l or constant rates when /3+rJ=l). We will not deal with that case in
here but· we can mention that :.it. corresponds to the explosive. growth. ,,case:
depicted .in

figure

3 where

there

are

IRS

in

the

inputs

that . .can .be

accumulated.
A planner confronted with a production function of the form (6.1)
would take into account that when a firm invests, it increases the stock of
knowledge from which ALL other firms in the economy may benefit.
when calculating first -order conditions,

Hence,

it would take derivatives with

respect to all capital (including the part that is external to the firm) and
find a growth rate of the form

which is larger than· the,.. competitive ·one.~,-

In other words,

competitive ·_ -

household, producers. would achieve a lower than optimal growth rate - because
they fail to internalize the knowledge spill over in production.

This leads

them to underinvest and, ·therefore, undergrow.
An interesting extension of this model to the open economy is
provided by Young (1989).

He sets up a two country world with one developed

(the North) and one less developed (the South) countries.
goods,

high- technology and low- technology.

There are two

When trade between the

two

regions occurs, the North specializes in high-technology and the south does
the opposite (like in a comparative advantage model).

Since the production

of high technology is assumed to lead to more rapid learning by doing, the
effect of free trade is to increase growth in the North but decrease it in
the South.
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(e)

Market equilibrium

Again we can show that :the household produc.tion, model just shown_• _,
corresponds to an equilibrium in which households and firms interact through
As usual the main first order condition for private

competitive markets.
households

is equation (4 .14) which,

in steady state,

upward sloping line called RC in Figure 4.

corresponds

to

the

Firms maximize profits subject

to the production function

and taking k~ as given.

The first order conditions entail the equalization

of the private marginal product of capital to the real interest rate

which

corresponds

to

the

intersection of RC and RI
state growth rate.

The
.
in Figure 4.
private
yields the competitive equilibrium steady

horizontal

line

RI

. t
pr1.va e
Notice, in turn, that a planner would take into account

that investment in ,firm ,Lhas .an, effect on the..aggregate sto.ck of capLtal so
the social rate of return is

which corresponds to RI
a

positive

p 1anner
externality (~>0),

in Figure 4.
the

Notice that as long as there is

competitive

return

and

therefore

the

competitive growth rate is smaller than that of the planner.
To close the model, it remains to be shown that the capital stock
grows at the same rate as consumption.

This can be done by substituting

(6.12) into the household budget constraint (4.3) to get

(6.15)

k

We can divide both sides by k, note that in steady state k/k is
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constant,

and put

all

the

constants

in

the

same

side.

Take

logs

and

derivatives and conclude that c/c=k/k.

(f) The Relation Between Increasing Returns and Endogenous Growth.

Although

some

people

relate

endogenous

growth

to

increasing

returns we are· now in a position to say the Increasing<Returns ARE NEITHER
.·NECESSARY:, NOR.; SUFFICTENT,,TO\GENERATE. ,ENDOGENOUS'.,GROWTH..·.. ,We . •. s.aw, ,:that'"'·.tney::::
were,notrnecessary in the Rebelo (1990) and Barro' (1990) models of Constant
Returns

to

Scale.

In

the

other

hand

we

just

saw

that

they

are

not

sufficient since, the Romer model where ~<l-fi, failed to generate endogenous
growth.

(7) HUMAN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION: LUCAS (1988)
(a) The Model.
The first model in Lucas (1988) 9 argues that we can have CRS in
inputs

that

can

be

accumulated

by

arguing

that

ALL

inputs

can

be

accumulated.· .Hence, we do.i not need goveimment externalities (Barro 1990) or
private,.·capital externalities (Romer 1986). To this end, he introduces human
capital

instead of plain

function.

"number of physical bodies"

in

the

production

As opposed to the "exogenous" productivity model of section 2,

human capital here can change through investment (individuals will choose
how much time they invest in their studies).

Hence, we can accumulate all

inputs

postulate

of

function,

the

production

function.

If

we

a

CRS

production

we will have a version of the Rebelo model in which the broad

measure of capital
generate growth

is

includes human and physical capital.
to have

the

incentive

to

invest

All we need to

in human capital be

9

We will not talk about the second one which deals with acquired
comparative advantage.
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nondecreasing in human capital.

That is we need to postulate a production

function of human capital which is constant returns to human capital so its
marginal product (which determines·. the incentive to• spend time studying) is
constant.
Let
working

u

be

the

fraction

(producing output Y),

h

of
be a

non-leisure

time

measure of the

individuals
average

spend

quality of

workers and L be. the number .of bodies so. uhL .is the .total effective labor
,. used to produce ,y.,_. ,·The.~.productton ,.func:t:i.om, ::: there.for.e-· ·.is /,,s.ome·thing ,~Li:k:e::,,·

(7.1) Y
The
function

term uhL

exhibits

is

often called human capital.

constant

.doubling K and uhL doubles

Kf3 [uhL] (l-,8)

returns
final

This

production

to

physical and human capital since
10
output
Notice that if we think of

as being a broad measure of capital

(capital

is capital is

capital no matter whether it is human or it is physical), we are back to the
•.Rebelo model: .(again, this.. is provided that .the incentive to study. does not
decrease over time so ·we end·· up not accumulating any human capital).

The

production function in (.7 .1) would be enough to generate endogenous growth.
··•Yet •Lucas postulate"s ·•'an-··externa'lity in·.. human · capital to reflect the·• fact,, ..
-that people are more productive when they .are around clever people.
let h

a

be

the average human capital of the

labor· force (

· If .we

the production·

function becomes

where

h1P
a

represents

the

externality

from

average

human

capital.

This

externality increases the degree of homogeneity of the production function

10
The production function exhibits sharply increasing returns since
the doubling of K, h and L more than doubles output.
That is, this
production.functionis homogeneous of degree 2-{J in K, hand L. Notice that
• 2-,8 is larger than one as long as /3<1.
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to 2+~-fi>2-fi>l.
for

endogenous

results

on

Yet as we just mentioned, this externality is not essential
growth but Lucas

population

assumes it in order to get
11
movements
Individuals choose a

some

other

stream

of

consumption so as to maximize the standard intertemporal utility function
subject to the capital accumulation constraint:

(7.2) K
· 'To

-

complete

the

C

model· we

need

to

specify

how

individuals

accumulate knowledge.

Of course they do it by studying! We can write this
12
semi universal truth in a differential equation format :

(7.3) h

cph(l-u)

Under this particular functional form,
to scale in the production of human capital.
knowledge (h/h)

there are constant returns

That is,

the growth rate of

is proportional to , the time spent in studying (1-u).

constant of proportionality is some "studying productivity" parameter,

The
cp.

11
" The implications for migration depend on whether the externality
comes from aggregate or average human capital. There are arguments in favor
of both types of externalities: we could say that people go to lunch with
the person they happen to find in the corridor every day so what matters is
the quality of the average person they happen to find.
In this case the
externality would come from average human capital.
Notice that this
specification implies that adding a person with lower than average education
lowers everybody's productivity. An alternative specification would be that
people benefit from everybody around them, no matter what the quality of
that person is.
This would imply an externality from aggregate, not
averag~, human capital.
Although providing microfoundations to the Lucas
production function seems a reasonable and interesting exercise, I will not
pursue this line of research here and l•· will just assume that the
externality comes from average human capital.
12
' I say semi universal rather than universal because
learn when they.work as ,we,saw in section,6.
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people may

The assumption of non-diminishing returns in the "production of knowledge
We will see that it is this sector that drives the

technology" i·s crucial.

economy to a sustained positive growth rate.

To keep things simple let's

assume again that Lis constant and let's normalize it to one.
(b) Market Solution.
Individuals·; 'choose'

at 'Stream· of·

:consumption, ,'C ·t,' and -''the proportion,,.,,.
t

of' time· 'they'want .to-spend 'working (u) as opposed, to studying (1-u) ·subject·
to

the

constraints

two

(7.2)

and

(7.3).

They

take

h

a

as

given.

The

Hamiltonian is:

( 7 . 4) H() =

e - pt [~

~ -: a - 1]

+

v ( AK,B [uh]

( l - ,B)

h: -

c) + >- (hip (1- u))

1-a

The four FOC (wrt C, u, Kand h respectively) are:
(7.5) e-pt c-a = v
(7.6) v(AiJ1h(l-,B)(l-,B)u-,Bh:) ->.hip

0

(7.7) v

-v(,BAk(,8-l)(uh)(l-,B)h:)

(7.8) A

-v((l-,B)Ak,Bu(l-,B)h-,Bh:) ->-(1(1-u))

As a consistency condition we require that
(7. 9) h =h.
a

We can start, as usual by taking logs and derivatives of (7.5) and
using (7.7) and (7.9) to get:

By

dividing

the

dynamic
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constraint

of

physical

capital

accumulation by K we will find that

Now realize that the first part of the second term is (from eq
(7.10)) equal to (-ya+p)/{3. Let's put all the constants on the Right Hand
Side, take logs and derivatives of both sides to get that -c/c = -y = k/k =
·•··-yk .... So ·capital, ,and ·:consurnpti.on -·grow .at, the, "-same.,.;,rate. ,-y.
growth rate to go:

,;:Now-M.e , have

the growth rate of human capital

(h/hs-yh).

.one, .more, ~
Take eq

(7.10), put all the constants on the Left Hand Side to get:

Let's •take logs and- derivatives of both sides to get

(7.14) 0=-(1-{J)K/K + (1+~-{J)h/h
which implies

proportion (growth rate of his smaller if there is an externality, ~>0). In
the absence of an externality (~=0), the two growth rates are the same. Now
we have to find the value of either -y or -yh as a function of the parameters
of the model. We can start with (7.6):
(7.6)' v/')..
we can again take logs and derivatives of both sides and get

(7.15) v/v + f3 k/k + (~-{J)h/h
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We know v/v from equation (7.7)

To find the value of A/A let's divide both sides of equation (7.8)
by A, plug v/A from equation (7.6)' to get:

(7 .17) >../>..

--4>

That is, the shadow price of human capital decreases at a constant
rate if, (recall that ef, is the productivity parameter of the "production of
knowledge" technology). We can substitute 1h = 1(1-P)/(l+~-P) plus equations
(7.16) and (7.17) in (7.15) to get that

Notice that if there is no externality, the growth rates are
1-1h-(q,-p)/u. It is interesting to note that this is the growth rate Rebelo
gets in his CRS model but with if, rather than A. The sector that really
drives the economy is the production of human capital.
In this model, unlike Rebelo's, the economy is not always in the
steady state balanced growth path. It has some complicated transitional
Although Lucas
dynamics which we will not try to derive mathematically.
conjectures about how this transition looks like, very little is known about
it.
(c) The Command Economy Solution.
To solve for the command solution, we have to internalize the
externality: we have to solve takirig into account the fact that h is equal
a

to h. Since the procedure is the same as in the Barro model I will not do it
here. Let me just say that the solution you should get is the following
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"efficient" growth rate for the the human capital sector:

that,

Notice

as

should

one

have

expected,

absence

the

in

of

externality, the growth rate is the same one we got for the market solution.
That is, in the absence of externa:lity, the competitive equilibrium gives., the
optimal· incentive-, 'tb , invest· ,in-, education and•,'. ,-therefore; ,the, optima1' gr,owth
rate.

When the externality is positive, in the other hand,

growth rate

is

than the market rate.

larger

always

economy does not grow enough.

the "efficient"

That is,

the market

The reason is that the private return to study

is lower than the social one, so in a market economy people will not invest
in human capital as much as wou1d be socially optimal.
An interesting extension of this
provided by Stokey (1990).

model

to

the

open economy

She constructs a model where different qualities

of goods are produced by people with different human capital stocks.
finds

that

free

trade

is

may

be

for

bad

poor

countries

because

it

She
may

discourage uses this framework to analyze the impact of opening the economy
to trade and finds that opening the economy may be bad for growth in poor
countries as ·individuals are discouraged from investing in human capital.

(8) R&D MODELS OF GROWTH: (1988)

(a) The Model

There is a heterogeneity of growth models that emphasizes R&D as
an important engine of economic growth.
to growth in at least two ways.

We can think of R&D as contributing

First it allows to introduce new types of

capital goods which may or may not be more productive than the existing
ones.

Output

capital goods.
or qualities"

is

a

function

of all

existing varieties

or

qualities

of

If it exhibits "constant returns to the number of varieties
(we will

define

later what we

mean by that)

we will

get

endogenous growth, even :when there are diminishing returns to each type of
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capital.

This

approach has

been

taken by Romer

(1987)

and

Barro

and

Sala-i-Martin (1990) among others.
The second contribution of R&D to economic growth is that it may
have

some spillovers

on the

aggregate stock of knowledge:

as

scientists

spend time thinking about the development of new products or techniques,
they increase the stock of knowledge.
reduces the costs of R&D.
spillovers

Hence,

A larger stock of knowledge, in turn,

under some conditions the existence of

from ,.,R&D .,,, acti:vities -will "' gene-rate~·-. a- ·,"constant

Re.turns .,':to

. Inve'sting-,to ·R&D,-";•i,which'"'keeps· firms.-: inves,ting_-'•constant·•am ounts -of•·.,re·s'Ources;:c
in R&D and increasing the stock of knowledge at a

constant rate.

Since

general knowledge reduces the cost of producing manufacturing goods,

the

amount of manufacturing production will also be growing at a constant rate
over time.

As we

just mentioned,

what

is needed in order

to

generate

endogenous growth is the incentive to do R&D not to decrease over time.
Because what

drives

growth

is

the

fact

that

the

Stock of Knowledge

is

growing ··as a side product of R&D, it does not really matter why firms do R&D
in the first place.

Thus there are models where firms develop new varieties

of consumption goods

(Grossman and Helpman

varieties of production goods

(1989, c)

or new varieties

(Grossman and Helpman (1989,

where the quality· of new good is the same as all the others.

a

and b)

of
and

And on the

other hand there are models where firms try to increase the quality of a
constant number of .,.varieties goods (either consumption or investment goods)
(Aghion and Howitt (1989) or Grossman (1989), and Grossman and Helpman (1989
d,e)).

The four type of models will yield exactly the same results.
These R&D models have been used by Grossman and Helpman

variety of papers)
growth models.

( in a

to analyze the open economy im.plications of endogenous

Trade of goods has implication for growth because it implies

international transmission of knowledge.

They also use this framework to

develop,models where there is a race between first world countries trying to
crea_te new products and third world countries trying to imitate them.
An interesting finding of these line of research is the endogenous
growth can be generated through the accumulation of knowledge alone.

In

particular,

an

no

investment

in

physical

capital

is

needed.

This

is

.interesting finding despite the ,fact that the data ·show that investment in
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physical capital is highly correlated with GNP growth.

In order to generate

such a correlation these models have to include some physical capital whose
accumulation responds to growth rather than the other way around.
In this section we will explore the simplest version of an R&D
model (taken from Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1990)) where growth arises from
the assumption that the production function exhibits

constant returns

to

varieties according to the following production function:

where x.'s are intermediate inputs and A is some technological parameter
].

(that could be related to fiscal policy or other things).

In words, output

is produced with a set of N inputs x. (the amount of inputs available Nt
t
'
].
has a time · subscript indicating that it can, and will, change over time).
We can think of x. as being different types of/capital goods, which we will
1.

call "useful" capital goods

13

:Spence (1976) and Dixit and Stiglitz (1977)

first modeled 'Utility as depending on a variety of consumption goods in a
formulation

similar

to

(8 .1).

Ethier

(1983)

reinterpreted

the

Spence-Dixit-Stiglitz - utility -function in terms of production of a single·._
output using a variety of inputs, which is the approach taken here.
Imagine that the useful capital goods are produced from some kind
of "raw" capital.
nailing this

Raw - capital foregone consumption.

raw capital

useful capital.

to

the

floor,

we must

first

Instead of directly
transform it

into

Suppose that we have a certain amount Kt of raw capital.

This aggregate raw quantity has to be divided among all different types of
useful capital goods.
if we divide the

The assumed production function has the property that

total available raw capital into N varieties

of useful

13
It is very easy to introduce inputs that cannot be accumulated
such as labor or land. If we call this input L, the production function
N

will be y=AL(l-a) (~t x~)
i=l 1.
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capital we get LESS than if we divide it into N+l varieties, and that in
14
turn is less than the. output we get with N+2 and so on . This means that,
given a certain amount of aggregate raw K, we can produce an infinite amount
of output by simply dividing it into an infinite amount of varieties, each
5
To prevent that from happening (and
of which is infinitesimally small 1
therefore to make the economy meaningfully scarce) we need to argue that, at
any given moment in time the amount of varieties is limited. We do it by
assuming that in . order . -to. transfo.rm raw· into:1useful. capitaL,we.ue.ed _..to:.pay.,a.. ·""~•. fixed,,R&D:-,d>s t.-"'After,>paying the fix cost, ,we- can transform raw into -useful · .;;,
The fixed research cost is modeled

capital at a constant marginal cost.
differently by different people.

Some papers assume that it is in terms of

output and some others assume that is in terms of labor (human capital).
The distortioriary effec_ts are going to be different according to how this
research

cost

is

modeled,

yet'

main

the

conclusions

are

similar

across

models.
Of course

this

fixed

cost

structure will

limit

the

amount

of

available varieties for a given .level of Kt. But it also means that if we
want

this·. useful

capital' to be· provided through

a

market mechanism,

it

cannot be a competitive one. Thus, we will assume monopolistic behavior.
Summarizing, these types of models will have the following three

14
Suppose we have a fixed amount of capital and we divide it equally
among N varieties. The implied output is (set L=l for simplicity)
Suppose instead that we divide total K into N+l varieties,
Y =N(K/N)a.
1
(1-a)
(1-a)
a
a
]>0.
-(N+l)
output now is Y =(N+l)(K/(N+l )). Of course Y2 -Y1 =K [N
2
So WITH THE SAME AMOUNT OF AGGREGATE CAPITAL, the final output is larger the
more we divide it among different varieties. We could think of K as being.
We could
the total amount of talent or human capital devoted to work.
it into
divide
could
we
or
transform all this talent into one input
the
(given
have
we
The more activities
different inputs (or activities).
Adam
captures
somehow,
total amount of talent) the more output we get. This,
or
labor
of
division
to
due
return
increasing
idea of
Smith's
specialization .

15
So there are diminishing returns to each variety but there are
to the number of varieties, N.
·returns
constant
I
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kinds of agents:
(1)
all

The Producers of the final (consumption) good use labor and

available varieties of useful capital.

(8.1).

The production function

They rent capital each good i at rate Ri.

is

Their optimizing behavior
-€

will generate input demand functions of the form x.1 = R.1

~

where R. is the
1

rental rate of good i, e is an elasticity depending on the parameters of the
model and~ represents other parameters.
(2)

Producers "of useful capital, goods x. ;•" They ·use Raw capital,,,,,
1

and ,,produce u:seful··capital .. ·They pay· an R&D fee equal to :[3 and, after this,
they will be able to produce and rent unlimited amounts of x. at a constant
1

marginal cost, ~-

Because of this "fixed cost" technology, their behavior

will not be competitive but, instead, monopolistic.

They will choose the

rental rate Riso as·to maximize·profits subject to the demand functions for
-€

We will assume that everybody in the

their useful capital goods (x.=ll. ~).
1

1

economy can invest in R&D and develop a new variety of investment goods.
The existence of free entry will drive profits to zero at every moment in
16
This zero profit condition" will imply that the quantity of each
time .
·variety of useful capital is fixed and, therefore, that any increase in the
demand for useful capital will be satisfied through increases in the amount
of varieties rather than increases in the quantities of the existing ones.
(3) Consumers who receive income Y and decide how much to consume
(C) and save (K), each ·period. Their savings, are flows of raw capital that
.can be used by ·the firms.

Consumers can trade units of raw capital today

(which is the same good as consumption)

for units tomorrow at the real

interest rate rt. Since we are neglecting labor, their only source of income
is the income from lending raw capital (Yt=rtKt) or bonds, which will have
to yield the same return given that there is no uncertainty.
function for consumer will be assumed to be GIES.

The utility

The .model will be solved

in three steps.

16
This also means that we can neglect profits on the income side of
the consumer budget constraint.
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(a.1) Producers of Final Goods.

As mentioned earlier, they rent each of the Nt varieties of useful
capital x. at rate R. and they combine them according to (8.1) to produce
l.

l.

the only consumer good, Yt which the sell at unit price.

They maximize the

present value of all future cash flows:

subject to (8.1).

The straightforward first order conditions yield the

following demand function for good i

(8.2) A(l-a)x:a
l.

R.

l.

The demand function in (8.2) has a constant elasticity equal to a ..

(a. 2) Producers of Useful Capital Goods.

As mentioned earlier,

the technology to produce useful capital out of
17
raw capital requires a .fixed R&D cost, /3 (measured in units of output ) which
allows

them

to

develop

a

new variety which

can

constant marginal cost,

iJ

and rented at rate R ..
l.

then be

produced

Entrepreneurs

at

a

in this

sector choose the rental rate so as to maximize profits taking the demand

17
Romer (1990) and Grossman
research technology uses labor only.
have an effect on the fixed R&D cost.
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and Helpman (1990) assume that the
In this case, changes in real wages

for their output, xi' as given by (8.2).

t - 6x.(O) - P
(8.3) MAX Je-rt[R.x.(t)-61.(t)]d
1
1
R

1

1

i 0
Notice that (8.3) includes the rental

subject to I.(t)=x.(t) and to (8.2).
1

1

income from zero. to infinite discounted at the, real interest .rate. r., ·, the·.
·· ·future mai;:ginal·•,costs,, of-,produc.i,ng·;,increa:sin g, ,qu:antitiess,of,x- (Ii(t) is, ,the
increase in production of x.), the marginal cost of producing the initial
1

quantity x.(0) and the fixed R&D cost
1

p.

We can set up the Hamiltonian for

this problem

(8.4) H

- p + q.(t)I.(t)
e -rt [ R.x.(t)-61:(t) ] - 6x.(O)
1
1
1
1

1

1

where q.(t) is the dynamic multiplier.
1

The first order conditions entail

(8.5) e-rt~ = q.(t)
1

(8.6) -qi(t)
Notice that, after taking logs and derivatives, equation ( 8. 5) can be
transformed into

(8.7) q

-qr

We can now substitute (8.7) into (8.6) to get
(8.8)

2

r = A(l-a) x.

1

-a

/~

which is a relation between x.

1

and the real interest rate.
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It can be

rewritten as
2
] (1/o:)
(8.9) xi(t) = [A(l-o:) /r~
which is independent of time and i. This implies that the quantities of all
goods will be the same, and that they will be constant over time.
Hence,
I.(t) is zero for all t's.
The optimal rental rate can be found _by
l.

substituting x. in (8.2)
l.

(8.10)

Ri = r~/(1-o:)

This rental rate can be interpreted as follows: the asset value of a
firm that !invests in R&D. and discovers a new variety is the present value of
all future rental incomes, • R. /r.
l.

Equation (8 .10) says that the price of

such an asset is a constant markup over the marginal cost (this result comes
from the constant elasticity demand functions in (8.2)). Notice that R. is
l.
independent of i so all goods will have the same market rental rate.
The: free entry in the R&D business condition implies that the cost of
investing in R&D will equal the present value of all future gains. That is
co

(8.11) Je-rt[Rixi(t)- ~Ii(t)]dt - ~xi(O)

P

0

Since x.(t) equals x.(0) for all periods and I is zero, this present
l.
l.
value condition implies
(8.12) R.x./r = ~x.+p
l.

l.

l.

We can use the.rental rate (8.10)-and (8.12) ·to-find a'relation between
xi and the parameters of the model
(8.14) x.=P(l-o:)/o:
l.
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We can now combine (8.14) and (8.9) to get rid of x.

1.

(8.15) r
which is constant relation between the real interest rate and the parameters
of the model.

This corresponds to the flat return to investment line (RI)

in Figure 1.

(a.3) Consumers

To
schedule.

close

the model we

need

to

find

the Return

to

Consumption

Of course we will find it by allowing individuals to maximize the

typical GIES infinite horizon utility function

(8.16) MAX

U(O)

J
oo

e -(p-n)t[ c 1-a -1] dt
-t - -

1-a

0

Subject to the budget constraint.

(8.17) rKt
N

where Kt= ~x. =

1

Nx, where xis the constant stock of each and everyone of

1.

the varieties of capital goods x ..
1.

Equation (8.17) says that raw capital is

just foregone consumption (in the same units).

Thus, K>O means that some

resources are allocated to the increase in the number of varieties
that is,

investment in R&D

varieties (x>O).

(N>O),

or to the increase in the quantity of existing

Individuals receive income from lending their units of raw

capital at the current interest rater (there is no labor income or profits
since the free

entry condition implies

zero profits at all times).

first order conditions are the usual ones which can be combined to yield

(8.17) c/c

(r-p)/a
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The

This completes the description of the model. We can use equations
(8.17) and (8.16) to get the growth rate of the economy:

(8.17)' c/c

(A

*

-

p)/a

· ·Notice ·that'•·growth,·,is,.•constant"'··becaus·e/1.he'"Teturn "'Do· saving,:,:(,the:,.

* as the· economy ·grows so the incentive to
interest >rate r) ·is· constant (A.)
save never vanishes (just as in the simple Rebelo model).
Because the equilibrium interest rate is constant, we can divide
the consumer budget constraint by Kt,

take logs and derivatives of both

sides and get that; in steady state, consumption and capital grow at the
same rate (c/c=K/K).

Finally, taking logs and derivatives of K=Nx, we see

that Nt also grows at the same rate as K (since x/x=O)

In words, all· capital accumulation takes place in the form, o,f, new ·
varieties.rather .than in deepening the old ones.
The growth rates implied by the optimal or command solution to this
The reason is that

.model are smaller than the ones in·a competitive setup.

the producers of useful capital goods charge a monopoly rent which is higher
than

the

competitive

one.

implies

This

that

the

private

investment falls short of the social return and hence,

return

to

the steady state

growth of the decentralized is smaller than the socially optimal rate.
Pareto
private

optimal

solutions

incentive

to

can be, achieved .• if
which

invest,

in

this

the

government

model. can be

raises ..the
achieved

by

subsidizing the purchase of goods (at rate a) or by subsidizing the income
on capital (at rate a/(1-a)).

In this sense, the results are similar to the

ones we found in the public spending, the learning by doing or the human
capital models with externality.
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FIGURE 1: ENDOGENOUS GROWTH MODELS
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FIGURE 2: EXOGENOUS PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH MODELS
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FIGURE 3: BARRO MODEL
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FIGURE 4: ARROW-SHESHINSKI-ROMER MODEL
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